**S.I.G.H.T.**

**Stainless Internal Grounding Hose Technology**

Permanent, strong, and reliable... traits that companies strive to have their products possess, especially when the safety of employees are involved.

McGill Hose and Coupling’s mission is to provide safe fluid-handling products to many different industries. In the fuel delivery industry, this couldn’t be more important. That is why we have pioneered one of the most reliable grounding methods in the industry.

No longer are thin, invisible grounding wires your only protection against static discharge during fuel delivery. Our S.I.G.H.T. grounding technology will give you & your delivery drivers the piece of mind that their hoses are properly grounded & will handle the constant bending/flexing in warm & cold climates.

Above is a grounding wire that is very thin and may get brittle over time and break.

Below is an assembly with the S.I.G.H.T. grounding technology. Permanent, strong, & reliable!